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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

1.11 Atomic resolution X-ray structures 

Everr since Democritos coined the term, atomicity has divided the world of 

science.. The philosophers of the nineteenth century felt nauseated with the 

ideaa that the world was a vacuum filled with atoms. With the discovery of Max 

vonn Laue that crystals diffract X-rays similar to the way a grating diffracts 

light,, when the atoms inside the crystal form a lattice, materialism triumphed. 

Nowadays,, the discussion has shifted to a different level, where the question is 

askedd what would be the knowledge necessary to understand a (bio-) chemical 

process.. Is it sufficient to know the approximate orientation of the partici-

patingg molecules in respect to each other during a chemical reaction, or is it 

necessaryy to go to a real atomic level? 

Thiss question can be freely translated in the field of macromolecular crystal-

lographyy as: what is the quality of data needed to obtain an atomic view of a 

macromolecule?? Structural biologists from different fields want to stress that 

thee data obtained by their method is sufficient for an understanding of the 

processs in which the molecule in question is involved. Therefore, the data get 

thee label to be of atomic resolution. 

Inn Electron Microscopy (EM), the structure is considered atomic when data 

extendd to 22 A (McKenna et al, 1999). According to Wüthrich (Wüthrich, 

1999),, all protein structures determined with NMR are at an atomic resolution. 

X-rayy crystallographers are confused. Although the limi t for atomic resolution 

hass been proposed to be 1.2 A (Sheldrick et al, 1993), publications still appear 
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Figuree 1.1: High resolution limits of the X-ray structures deposited in the 

PDB. . 

thatt claim atomic resolution for data extending to 2 A (e.g. (Belrhali et al., 

1999)). . 

Thee definition of Sheldrick will be kept in this work to contribute no further 

too the Babelonic situation: Atomic resolution X-ray structures are built from 

dataa extending at least to 1.2 A with 50 % of the theoretically measurable 

reflectionss in the outer range having a mean value for the intensity over esti-

matedd error larger than 2. The resolution limit of 1.2 A is set as a landmark 

fromm where small molecule X-ray structures can be solved using conventional 

directt methods. That is, the phases can be determined from relations between 

reflectionss alone and no additional information is needed. 

Onlyy a fraction of the macromolecular X-ray structures deposited at the Pro-

teinn Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et a/., 1977) have been obtained at atomic 

resolutionn (Fig 1.1). The majority of the protein crystals are not of sufficient 

qualityy to have such a diffraction power. Most of the macromolecular X-ray 

structuress are solved at a resolution in the range of 2 A and the mean value 

forr the resolution of the PDB entries is approximately 2.2 A. This is consid-

eredd high resolution and at this resolution it is possible to get a model for 

thee relative positions of the amino-acids and, eventually, substrate-analogues 

orr inhibitors. The key residues important for the protein to function can be 

identifiedd from their approximate position. Reaction mechanisms are derived 

onn the basis of chemical sense, as it is generally known what properties the 

residuess involved have. What would then be the use of collecting atomic res-

olutionn data if such an amount of information can already be obtained from 
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aa high resolution structure? Is it so critical for a thorough understanding of 

thee function of a protein that X-ray data should extend to 1.2 A rather than 

too 2 A? 
Theree are two main reasons why atomic X-ray data can lead to a qualitative 

improvementt in the understanding of the protein mechanics. The first reason 

iss that the structure determination is no longer strongly dependent of the 

chemicall  restraints applied to obtain a model with reasonable chemistry. The 

secondd reason is that the precise location of single atoms and protons becomes 

feasiblee which can be essential for the assignment of their role in the reaction 

pathway.. What follows is an elaboration on these two points. 

1.1.11 Th e influence of chemical restraint s on prote i n structur e 

determinat ion n 

Chemicall  restraints include bond lengths and angles, planar and torsional 

restraintss that are derived from accurately defined small molecule structures. 

Thee atoms are assigned a Van der Waals radius corresponding to the atom 

type.. With the increasing amount of atomic resolution protein structures 

available,, it was found that some of these restraints had to be revised (Sevcik 

etet a/., 1996). The protein environment entails a chemistry that is different 

fromm small molecules. New restraint libraries are currently constructed from 

aa selected number of atomic resolution structures (Wilson et al, 1998). 

Withh the increase in resolution of the reflection data, one has to rely less 

andd less on the chemical restraints. In this way, it is possible to escape from 

thee eternal wheel of established chemical sense. It is no surprise that when 

aa protein structural model largely depends on the application of chemically 

sensiblee restraints, a chemically sensible model is obtained. However, when 

onee does not apply these restraints, the resulting model contains a large num-

berr of chemically insensible contacts. Thus, the rather depressing situation 

occurss that it is very hard to identify a unique chemical interaction that is not 

describedd by the chemical restraints applied. It is then necessary to obtain 

X-rayy data to a resolution sufficient to determine such an event, which can be 

cruciall  in the understanding of the function of a protein. 

Thee number of observations N0 increases with the nominal resolution dmin as: 

NoNo * -s- (1-1) 
aamin min 
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AA large number of observations can be gained by reaching atomic resolution. 

Too illustrate this point, let us assume we have a perfectly complete data set 

off  a 80 kDa protein with a single molecule in the unit cell. The space group 

iss PI, the volume of the unit cell is 195,000 A3 and the solvent content of the 

crystall  is 40 %. For simplicity, the model consists only of protein atoms and 

noo water molecules are included. Each atom is defined by four parameters, 

threee cartesian coordinates and an isotropic atomic displacement parameter. 

Whenn one looks at the increase in the log observation/parameter ratio in the 

rangee from 5 to 1.0 A, one sees that this ratio is increased almost tenfold going 

fromm 2.2 A (the mean value for the high resolution limit of all PDB entries) 

too 1.0 A (Fig 1.2). 
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Figuree 1.2: The logarithm of the observation/parameter ratio against resolu-

tionn on the example of an 80 kDa protein with 40 % solvent content. 

Thee dramatic increase in observations when going to atomic resolution can 

bee used to extend the parameterisation of the model. When the first atomic 

resolutionn structures appeared, it became clear that over 10 % of the side 

chainss of the residues have multiple conformations (Longhi et al, 1998). To 

modell  the occupancies of the alternate side chains, an occupancy parameter 

iss added. The total sum of occupancies is constrained to 1. 
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Thee temperature factor which in conventional macromolecular crystallography 

iss parameterised as a single isotropic value is extended to access the observed 

averagee deviation from the atomic position. This deviation is described by 

ann ellipsoid and the number of parameters used to describe the atomic dis-

placementt is increased from one to six. The introduction of an anisotropic 

temperaturee factor is accompanied by a number of restraints to prevent the 

inflationn of the ellipsoid. This happens when the electron density of the atom is 

smearedd out because the atom occupies alternative positions. These restraints 

cann be considered 'soft' and they have no large influence on the geometry of 

thee model. 

I tt is fashionable nowadays to look upon restraints as additional observations. 

Quotingg from a paper on the validation of R/actors: (Bacchi et al., 1996): "To 

overcomee the problem of low data/parameters ratio, it is obligatory to increase 

thee number of degrees of freedom of the refinement, either by augmenting the 

numberr of observations or by decreasing the number of parameters describing 

thee model. The former condition implies introduction of additional equations 

containingg a priori  information about the model in the form of restraints." 

Thiss argument can be further extended by regarding the constraints that con-

struee from the parameterisation of the model. Constraints are supposed to 

containn even firmer information than restraints. Every residue is constrained 

too contain the number of atoms expected for that residue and given the co-

ordinatee system, the position of the atoms is constrained to be described by 

threee parameters of finite numbers. The number of constraints that can be 

constructedd might be limited, but the number of restraints possible to con-

structt is almost infinite. Besides bond, (torsion) angle and van der Waals 

restraints,, one can for instance construct restraints on the shape of the elec-

tronn density. Accurate electron density maps can be obtained using ab initio 

quantumm chemical calculations on small peptide units. Once a proper param-

eterisationn of electron density is attained, it can be imposed to restrain the 

electronn density of the peptides modelled in the X-ray density map. The num-

berr of restraints that can be assembled is enormous, so why would one need an 

X-rayy diffraction experiment anyway? The measurement of a single reflection 

whichh is needed to scale the data and to keep in touch with reality would be 

sufficientt to determine any atomic structure! 

Too keep a clear cut discussion, all elements that contribute to the parameter-
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isationn of the model are considered parameters. Exhaustive parameterisation 

off  the model leads to overinterpretation, and the application of too many 

restraintss might blind the eye to unexpected features. Let's use the above 

examplee to monitor the influence of the restraints on the parameterisation of 

thee model. It is considered that the whole protein model including all residues 

iss parameterised independent of resolution. This is common practice, even 

residuess for which no electron density is observed are included in the model. 

Hardd restraints are constructed for the model. These consist of all distance, 

angle,, planar and torsional restraints and a Van der Waals restraint for each 

atom. . 

4.5 5 3.55 3 2.5 2 
Resolutionn (A) 

Figuree 1.3: An observation-restraint titration shows the influence of the re-

straintss on the parameterisation of the X-ray model as a function of resolution. 

Curvess are shown for (a) unweighted and (b) weighted functions of y. 

Thee balance between restraints and observations can be compared to a chem-

icall  titration 1. The equilibrium between the number of restraints Nr and the 

' i tt has been shown (Tickle et al., 1998) that the value for cross validation indicator R;r 
cann be predicted for a given Rf actor by the formula 

K>fK>f  actor 

Rjr Rjr 
^ ^ 
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numberr of observations N0 can be described as: 

== Ng-Nr 
yy N0 + Nr 

I tt can be seen from Fig 1.3a that the sheer number of restraints dominates 

refinementt up to a resolution of 2.5 A. At that resolution, the stationary point 

iss reached were y=0. At this point, each restraint is counterbalanced by an 

observation. . 

Whenn one takes into account that all refinement programs use weighting 

schemess for the restraints in relation to the observations, the dominance of 

restraintss becomes even stronger. The weight applied is such, that with in-

creasee in resolution the observations become more important. If one assigns 

aa simple weight related to resolution (1/d2 with d as the minimum Bragg 

spacing)) to the above equation: 

== (N0/d?) - Nr 
VV (N0/d?) + Nr 

thee stationary point shifts further to 1.8 A (Fig 1.3b). Thus, for an accurate 

studyy of a protein structure, it is essential to obtain X-ray data beyond 2.0 

AA resolution. Ideally, the number of observations should be so large that 

individuall  restraints can be checked on their validity. 

1.1.22 A tomi c v iews on proteins 

AA number of atomic resolution X-ray structures have pushed the structural 

studiess of enzymes over the threshold where a view of the protein chemistry 

becomess accessible. A stalemate controversy between X-ray diffraction anal-

ysiss and spectroscopy on the binding mode of carbonmonoxide to myoglobin 

wass broken by atomic resolution X-ray studies (Kachalova et al., 1999). The 

atomicc resolution study confirmed data from other methods that CO is almost 

linearlyy bound to the iron. Earlier X-ray structures reported a bent geometry 

withh a disordered CO-ligand (Kuriyan et al, 1986). It was found that the 

affinityy of the toxic CO for the haem is lowered because of sterical hindrance 

fromfrom two helices. 

AA pH titration study was performed on RNAse A (Berisio et a/., 1999). Atomic 

resolutionn data were collected on a number of RNAse A crystals which were 
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grownn at different pH. It was possible to follow the protonation of a histi-

dinee (His 12) that takes part in the catalytic mechanism going from an acidic 

(pH=5.2)) to a basic (pH=8.8) environment. Moreover, unrestrained refine-

mentt of the imidazole of three histidines allowed the determination of the pKa 

valuess of these residues within an error of 0.1. Thereby, it was for the first time 

possiblee to verify pKa values obtained with NMR using X-ray crystallography. 

Thee subtle changes observed in the six atomic (1.10-1.15 A) resolution struc-

turess can be of great value in the construction of more accurate force-fields for 

electrostaticc potential energy calculations. 

Sometimes,, the power of atomic resolution is overestimated. The trapping of 

ann early protein photocycle intermediate in photoactive yellow protein (PYP) 

wass reported (Genick et al, 1998). X-ray data extending to a resolution of 

0.855 A were collected on a complex of PYP with its chromophore. The crystal 

wass cryocooled, whereupon it was shortly exposed to light of a wavelength 

off  460 nm. It was said that due to the low temperature, it was possible to 

trapp an intermediate of the photocycle that occurs 1 ns after exposure. The 

exposedd X-ray structure was compared to an unexposed protein complex and 

aa thioester fli p was observed which had an occupancy of only 25 %. Given 

thee minute geometrical reorganisations and the quality of the electron density 

shown,, it is hardly justified to build in a second conformation. Nevertheless, 

itt was presented as the first successful trapping at this time scale using a 

monochromaticc wavelength. Shifts of the order of less than 1 A could be 

identifiedd and an model for the photocycle of PYP was constructed. Sadly 

enough,, within a few months it was shown that the isomerisation observed is 

nott necessary for the photocycle to complete (Cordfunke et a/., 1998). 

1.22 How to study the catalytic function of an en-

zyme e 

Thee discovery that from a theme of 20 amino acids numerous variations of 

enzymaticc catalysts can be made is one of the major scientific revolutions of the 

twentiethh century. Although the variety is enormous, it seems that biological 

moleculess follow certain common strategies to isolate the molecules taking part 

inn the reaction from the random chaos of the solvent and to drive the reaction 
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too completion. The biological raacromolecules can teach us new concepts of 

catalysiss that wil l help to understand more about chemical reactions and the 

driftt of evolution. 

Thee study of complex systems such as proteins demands the integration of 

experimentall  data from a wide range of disciplines. Experimental data ob-

tainedd from biochemical, spectroscopic and structural methods have to be 

integratedd in an attempt to build a model for the mechanism by which the 

proteinn functions. Al l experimental methods have their strengths and weak-

nessess and decisions have to be made in case of conflicts between data coming 

fromm different experiments. Therefore, it is important to construct a good 

startingg model which can be used to explain the phenomena that occur during 

experimentss and to test the experimental data to their merit. 

1.2.11 Choosing a model for  enzyme catalysis 

I tt is attractive to take an X-ray structure as the reference model. The model 

presentss a more or less complete picture of the protein. The picture appeals 

moree to our imagination than the dry numbers of a wet experiment. It is 

temptingg to glorify the protein structure and discard experimental data from 

otherr disciplines that come in conflict with the still X-ray picture. The protein 

structuree is at best a model for a time-averaged state of the molecule, strained 

byy the fact that it is packed into a crystal and often flash-cooled to 100 K. 

Thee limitations of a time-averaged state can be overcome by introducing time 

artificiallyy using Molecular Dynamics (MD). The crystal structure is taken as a 

startingg point, and from there different states of the protein can be generated. 

Substratess can be docked and the effect on the conformation of the individual 

residuess can be monitored. Common chemical knowledge is applied to assign 

penaltyy functions in the form of potentials. This prevents the system to assume 

forbiddenn conformations involving unusual bond types and bond lengths. 

However,, it is also the main limitation of MD that it attempts to describe 

ann uncommon system - the protein - with common chemical assumptions. 

Unlesss sufficient knowledge has been obtained from other disciplines to steer 

thee calculations in the right directions, mistakes are bound to be made. 

Ann elegant way to build a model would be the construction of atomic orbitals 

usingg the Schrödinger equation. The bias resulting from the introduction 
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off  chemical 'sense' wil l be absent. Unfortunately, a construction of atomic 

orbitalss in an analytical form is only possible for atoms containing a single 

electron. . 

AA number of approximations are needed to come to a description for a molecule. 

Evenn the ab initio quantum chemical methods that use the crudest approxi-

mationss in the calculation of the Schrödinger equation restrict calculations to 

systemss containing no more than 100 atoms. To make use of these methods 

inn the description of the reaction mechanism, one must be able to isolate a 

smalll  subsystem that contains the atoms taking part in the reaction process 

underr study. In order to come to such a selection, one first needs a clear con-

ceptt of enzymatic catalysis. Does the whole protein participate in catalysis, 

orr is it amenable to include only a part of the protein in quantum chemical 

calculations? ? 

1.2.22 Enzyme catalysis and transi t io n state theory 

Paulingg stated that an enzyme works as a catalyst by stabilising the transition 

statess of the reactants (Pauling, 1946). This view of enzyme function has 

beenn successfully applied in the catalysis of a number of organic reactions 

byy antibodies (Schultz and Lerner, 1995). Antibodies were raised against a 

chemicall  substance that resembled the transition state of the desired substrate, 

andd this antibody reached an efficiency in the conversion of the substrate 

similarr to a corresponding 'natural' enzyme. 

Onee of the targets of antibody synthesis was the catalytic reaction that is 

thee subject of this thesis, the conversion of alcohols to ketones by liver alco-

holl  dehydrogenase. The rate limiting step in this reaction is the association 

andd dissociation of cofactor NAD. Antibodies were raised against an N-oxide 

haptenn resembling the transient structure of a related ketone (Hsieh et al., 

1993).. Instead of NAD, the inexpensive reductant sodium cyanoborohydride 

(NaBi^CN)) was used as a hydride donor. The second order rate constant was 

1.99 x 103 min'1 M~l for the antibody-catalysed reaction. The second order 

ratee constant for the uncatalysed reaction is 1.1 x 10- 3 min~l M _ 1. Thus, 

throughh use of the molecular diversity of the immune system, a new enzyme 

wass produced. 

Thee contribution of the protein to stabilisation of the transition state falls 
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intoo two parts, assembly of the reactants and lowering of the transition energy. 

Assemblyy of the reactants could be considered a mechanical process. A number 

off  conformational switches both in the catalysing enzyme and the reactants 

regulatess encounter, sensitivity and the orientation of the reactants in a way 

thatt is favourable for reaching the transition state. 

Thee view that the transition state of a molecule is unique has been challenged 

byy Zewail and coworkers (Diau et al, 1998), (Pedersen et al., 1994). From a 

seriess of spectroscopic experiments on a femtosecond scale on the ring opening 

off  butadiene, it was concluded that the cleavage of a bond is preceded by 

thee formation of a diradical. The energy landscape of the ring opening of 

butadienee to form ethylene is complicated and the activation energy profile 

containss several cavities. The transition state should therefore be seen as an 

ensemblee of exited states, and it cannot be represented by a single transient 

structure. . 

Loweringg the transition state energy is possibly promoted by tunneling and 

coherentt motion. Tunneling is a local effect where a protein residue supplies 

electronss or protons that leak to the reactants. For instance, a temperature 

dependentt isotope effect has been detected for yeast alcohol dehydrogenase 

(YADH)) which has been explained by occurrence of proton tunneling between 

thee cofactor and Val 203 (Bahnson et a/., 1997). The same group showed a 

relationn between temperature and enzymatic activity of a thermophilic dehy-

drogenasee (Kohen et a/., 1999). 

Thee coherent motion is brought about by the whole protein. This may ex-

plainn the phenomenon that random mutations of residues that are not directly 

involvedd in the reaction still can lead to a decrease in the activity of the pro-

tein:: one of the wheels of the machinery has been changed for a wheel that 

doess not fit  perfectly. The machine still works, but not as optimal as before. 

Coherentt motion of a cytochrome c oxidase has been measured recently with 

femto-secondd spectroscopy (Liebl et ai, 1999). The lifetime of the transition 

statee of a chemical reaction lies normally in the very femto second range. It 

wass proposed that migration of the substrate from the copper site to the haem 

iss steered by the coherent motion of the protein. 

Thee knowledge about the function of proteins is making its first extension 

intoo the second role the enzyme plays in catalysis - promoting the transition 

state.. However, not much is known about the substrates, not even about their 
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assembly,, since it is difficult to obtain reliable structural data. As a result, 

thee reaction mechanism by itself is often still obscure. Especially for reactions 

thatt are catalysed by proteins only, where there is no parallel to be made with 

thee organic chemistry of small molecules. 

Sincee we have described an enzyme as a machine, how can one justify the 

usee of quantum chemistry on a subsystem of its mechanics? Assuming that 

thee protein has assembled the reactants and we have a clear picture of the 

orientationn of the reactants, all that has to be done is to identify them. The 

mechanicall  assembling forces can be simulated by introduction of a number of 

constraints.. The enhancing of the transition state can be mimicked by moving 

thee atoms directly taking part in the reaction and monitoring the energy and 

chargee distribution. 

Loweringg the energy difference between substrate and transition state comes 

downn to the amount of energy that has to be provided by the enzyme envi-

ronmentt to make a reaction occur. Energy shifts upon atomic movement have 

anotherr attraction in that they may explain spectroscopic data directly. In 

thiss way, the spectroscopic data can be a guidance in finding the most probable 

reactionn pathway. 

1.2.33 Quan tum chemical calculat ions 

AA very short description wil l be given of the approximations required to come 

too a description of the ground state of a molecule. The Schrodinger equation 

becomess analytically unsolvable for a system containing many electrons. 

Thee Schrodinger equation is simplified by the introduction of the Born -

Oppenheimerr approximation. The electrons are considerably lighter than the 

nucleii  and are therefore assumed to follow any movement of the nuclei. The 

potentiall  and kinetic energy of the nuclei can be neglected since they are 

relativelyy static. There is a parallel between the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-

mationn and the notion of a crystal structure. In a crystal structure, the nuclei 

aree assumed to be in a fixed position and the electron density describes the 

distributionn of the electrons around the nuclei. 

Thee Schrodinger equation after application of the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
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imationn can be formulated as: 

HV(R;r)HV(R;r) = E{R)V(R;r) (1.2) 

where e 

R=(i2i,i?2,..  ,-Rn) nuclear coordinates 

r=(rï,r"2,.... ,rjv) electron coordinates 

H=f e+ïk+VÏv e e 
^(R;r)) wave function 

E(R)) electronic energy of the system 

Thee kinetic energy fe of the electrons and the potential energy Vjve between 

nucleii  and electrons can be approximated numerically. What remains is a de-

scriptionn for the wave function \I> of the individual electrons and an estimation 

off  the potential energy Vee (the Coulomb interaction) between electrons. 

Thee electronic wave function of the total system can be described with the 

productt of the individual wave functions. However, electrons are identical par-

ticless and when two of these particles are interchanged, no detectable change 

shouldd be seen in the probability distribution of the particles. As a postulate, 

thee Pauli Exclusion Principle is posed stating that a many-electron wave func-

tiontion must be antisymmetric with respect to interchange of the coordinates of 

anyany two electrons. The spin states of the electrons are used to apply Pauli's 

exclusionn principle in the construction of the molecular orbitals. 

Withh the condition of antisymmetry, the total wave function can be described 

as: : 

*(1,2,, _n)
antisymm = J2 ( -1)P-P*(1.2, ) (L 3 ) 

P P 

wheree the sum is over all possible permutations P of the electrons 1,2,...n and 

pp is the parity of the permutation. A different representation of this equation 

cann be made in a determinant form, called the Slater determinant: 

ff Mi) Mi)  <Mi) > 
^ ==  fc(2) 02(2)  <M2) 

^^ <l>i  (n) Mn)  Mn) J 

Thee Slater determinant has the great advantage that the wave function of 

thee whole system has been split up into wave functions for the individual 
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electrons.. This leads directly to the Hartree-Fock (HF) equations for each 

individuall  atom n assigned to spin orbital <pa: 

ffnn(l>a(n)(l>a(n) = ea<f>a{n) (1.4) 

wheree ea is the energy for the specific orbital and fn is the Fock operator that 

consistss of the core Hamiltonian for electron n, a Coulomb operator and an 

exchangee operator. The Coulomb and exchange operators take into account 

thee electron-electron interaction Vee. 

Too solve the HF equation, it is necessary to know ea to calculate fn. Unfor-

tunately,, it is not possible to know ea from the data given. Thus a cycling 

proceduree is initiated using the self consistent field (SCF) theory. Given any 

sett of molecular orbitals and some educated guess for Vee, the Hartee-Fock 

equationss can be solved and a value for ƒ„  is obtained. Using ƒ„, new orbitals 

cann be calculated and compared with the old ones. If the new orbitals differ 

substantiallyy from the old ones, Vee is re-calculated using the new orbitals. 

Thiss process of solving the HF equations and comparing the orbitals is carried 

outt until convergence is achieved. 

Thee next challenge is to find theoretical functions that best describe the indi-

viduall  wave functions of the electrons. In the most frequently used computer 

programm packages, Gaussian-shaped atomic orbitals are used. 

Makingg use of the variation principle, it can be shown that any function for \I> 

thatt does not exactly match the real wave function wil l give an energy that is 

largerr than EQ, the energy for the ground state. By trying different forms of 

wavee functions one can decide which of the wave functions describes the ground 

statee the best, because that one wil l have the lowest energy. Different forms of 

thee wave function can be obtained by changing the orbitals by small amounts. 

Leastt squares conjugent gradient is applied to obtain the wave function with 

thee lowest energy. Optimisation of the geometry is achieved by changing the 

nuclearr positions by small amounts after energy optimisation. 

Thee approach described above is sufficient to describe reactions according 

too the classical transition state theory. Unfortunately, the spectroscopic work 

donee by Zewail (Diau et af., 1998) indicates that this theory does not suffice to 

describee reaction pathways. The HF approach gives only a limited indication 

off  what is happening when an ensemble of atoms is assembled in a certain 
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conformation.. More sophisticated approaches that include the calculation of 

exitedd states of the molecules are needed to come to a complete description of 

thee reaction pathway. 

Thee outcome of a theoretical calculation based on quantum chemical princi-

pless is strongly dependent on the starting conformation of the atoms involved. 

Itt is not yet possible to follow a chemical process by ab initio quantum chem-

icall  calculations. It is therefore most important to obtain experimental data 

att an atomic level that can guide the calculations, both as a source for the 

startingg conformation and as a tool for validation. Atomic X-ray structures 

cann contribute to the necessary experimental input. 

Thiss thesis presents an example of how fruitful theoretical calculations can 

bee when based on very detailed experiments. The macromolecule studied is 

alcoholl  dehydrogenase, an enzyme that catalyses the transfer of a hydride (two 

electronss and one proton) between an alcohol or aldehyde and the cofactor 

NAD. . 

1.33 Horse liver  alcohol dehydrogenase 

1.3.11 Classification and Biological Relevance 

Oxidoo reductases catalyse a large number of redox reactions. The relation 

betweenn the forward and the backward reaction depend on the conditions im-

posedd such as pH, temperature, etc. The alcohol dehydrogenases are assigned 

E.C.1.1.1.11 in the enzyme classification, where E.C.1 stands for oxidoreduc-

tases,, E.C.1.1 for the activity towards the CH — OH group of the substrate, 

E.C.1.1.1.. for the dependence on NAD(P) as a coenzyme, and E.C.1.1.1.1 

forr the specific group of zinc dependent dehydrogenases. Thus, the reaction 

catalysedd by this enzyme can be generally described as: 

RR - CH2 -OH + NAD(P)+ # R-CH^O + H+ + NAD(P)H 

Alcoholl  dehydrogenases are classified into three main families which have 

aa highly dissimilar architecture. The short chain dehydrogenases with the 

DrosophilaDrosophila enzyme as a prominent member are characterised by their rela-

tivelyy small size («250 amino acids). The 'long-chain' dehydrogenases contain 

typicallyy over 350 amino acids and are zinc-dependent. The iron containing 
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dehydrogenasess axe of a rather large size, between 390 and 900 residues. No 

X-rayy structure has been determined to date for the latter family of enzymes. 

Withinn the family of long-chain alcohol dehydrogenases, 6 different classes 

havee been distinguished so far. The classification is based on sequence identity. 

Withinn a class, the identity in sequence is over 80 % (Hjelmqvist et a/., 1995). 

Liverr alcohol dehydrogenase (LADH) belongs to Class I ADH. LADH takes 

itss name from the fact that, among other functions, it converts ethanol to 

acetaldehydee and vice versa. Among the enzymes in this class, we mention 

yeastt alcohol dehydrogenase (YADH), most prominent in the production of 

alcoholl  and the human equivalent of LADH which cleanses the blood from 

compoundss poisonous to the organism, such as alcohol. 

Otherr functions of the human enzyme are involvement in the hormonal house-

holdd by switching on and off steroids like testosterone. It has been associated 

withh the production and neutralisation of free radicals, thereby protecting 

thee organism against DNA damage, which might lead to the development of 

cancer.. Finally, alcohol dehydrogenase is thought to play a role in the devel-

opmentt of an organism through retinoid regulation (Duester, 1996). Retinoids 

aree vitamin A derivatives which regulate the expression of various genes in-

volvedd in embryonic growth. It has been observed that heavy drinking leads to 

retardedd growth and night blindness. This can be explained by the fact that 

thee continuous oxidation of ethanol interferes with the reduction of carotene 

too vitamin A. 

Thee amino acid sequence of the horse enzyme is rather similar to the human 

enzymee (88 % sequence identity) but quite different from the yeast enzyme 

(YADH,, 24 % sequence identity). All three depend on zinc and coenzyme 

NAD(H)) for catalysis. Once it was established that the enzymes were similar 

inn architecture, the horse enzyme became the focus of intensive study since 

itt is easy to harvest in great quantities from the horse liver. A good, sober 

horsee can deliver 1 gram of LADH per kilogram of liver. The dimeric enzyme 

existss in two isoforms, an E(thanol) specific and a (S)teroid specific isozyme. 

Thesee isozymes can form homo (EE and SS) and heterodimers (ES) since the 

differencess amount to 10 amino acids that are not essential for dimerisation. 
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1.3.22 Th e archi tectur e of th e enzyme 

LADHH consists of a homodimer and each monomer contains a nucleotide bind-

ingg domain and a catalytic domain. The solvent channel through which the 

substratee enters the active site lies in the dimer interface and both monomers 

contributee to the shape of the solvent channel. 

Thee active enzyme contains two zinc atoms per monomer (Eklund and Branden, 

1987).. One zinc atom is situated at the dimer interface. This so called struc-

turall  zinc is coordinated to the enzyme by four cysteines in a tetrahedral 

geometry.. It is called a 'structural' zinc because it was found upon treatment 

withh chelating agents that this zinc was more strongly attached to the enzyme. 

AA specific function of the structural zinc has not been established, but it is 

thoughtt to play a role in the communication between the two monomers. 

Thee other zinc site is at the core of the active site. It is attached to the enzyme 

throughh two cysteines and a histidine. To fulfil l a tetrahedral geometry, a water 

moleculee attaches to the zinc as the fourth ligand in the apo structure (Eklund 

etet al, 1976). 

1.3.33 Assembly and disassembly of th e reactants 

Thee enzymatic catalysis can be described broadly on the basis of the complex 

formationn of LADH with its cofactor and the substrate. It has been estab-

lishedd (Adolph et al, 1997) that NAD(H) binds to the apo enzyme in two 

steps.. NAD(H) consists of an adenosine and a nicotinamide moiety linked 

byy a pyrophosphate. The nicotinamide moiety forms the reactive part of the 

molecule,, whereas the adenine moiety can be described as an anchor recog-

nisedd by enzymes that have a specific adenosine binding subdomain. In the 

casee of LADH, the adenosine binds to the Rossmann fold consisting of an a/3 

typee structure (Rossmann et al, 1975). When the adenosine has bound, the 

pyrophosphatee linker flips and the nicotinamide moiety penetrates into the 

activee site (Cedergren-Zeppezauer, 1986). 

Oncee the cofactor is bound, a domain movement is observed in the enzyme 

whichh leads to a more compact "closed" structure (Colonna-Cesari et al, 

1986).. Recent mutagenesis studies however indicate that such a closure of 

thee enzyme is not necessary for the reaction to proceed (Ramaswamy et al, 

1999).. The binding and release of the cofactor is the rate limiting step of the 
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reaction.. The authors found that mutations in a flexible loop that is crucial 

forr the domain movement lead to an increase of product turnover. This was 

causedd by the easier dissociation of the cofactor. It might be concluded that the 

domainn closure thus mainly plays a role in substrate specificity. The "closed" 

structuree limits the space in the active site and forces specific requirements on 

thee geometrical and electrodynamic entities of the substrate. 

Oncee the cofactor is bound productively, the actual reaction takes place. It 

doess not seem to matter whether the substrate binds prior or posterior to 

thee cofactor. A hydride is transfered between the substrate and the cofactor 

andd a proton is transfered as well between the substrate and the environment. 

Thee details of these transfer actions are the main topic of this thesis. At the 

completionn of the reaction, the product leaves the active site first whereupon 

thee converted cofactor is dissociated from the enzyme. 

Sincee it is essential that the cofactor leaves the enzyme before a new cat-

alyticc cycle starts, NAD(H) can be considered a second substrate. In UDP 

epimerasee (Burke and Frey, 1993), NAD(H) remains attached to the enzyme 

duringg subsequent catalytic cycles, truly performing the function of a coen-

zyme.. Thus, in case of alcohol interconversion by LADH, NAD(H) should be 

calledd a cofactor rather than a coenzyme. A shift in the equilibrium of the 

reactionn leads to a change in the concentration both of the alcohol/aldehyde 

andd the oxidised or reduced cofactor. 

1.3.44 Stereospecif ic i ty 

Twoo aspects of stereospecificity construe from the activity of the enzyme, 

relatedd to the substrate and the cofactor. Substrate stereospecificity becomes 

moree exclusive as the size of the substrate is increased. The enzyme has 

aa preference for S-(+)-butanol over R-(+)-butanol, expressed by a catalytic 

efficiencyy kcat/KM of 823.0 M~ls~l compared to 81.2 M~ls~l (H.W. Adolph, 

personall  communication). 

AA very strict stereospecificity rules the hydride transfer to the nicotinamide of 

thee cofactor. In a classical experiment, Westheimer and co-workers (Loewus 

etet a/., 1953) found that in YADH the hydride is transfered exclusively to the 

ProRProR position at the C4 of the pyridine ring upon oxidation of ethanol. This 

characterisess the class I ADH enzymes as A-side specific dehydrogenases. 
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1.44 Scope of the thesis 

Thee goal of the work presented in this thesis is to obtain a more detailed 

understandingg of the hydride transfer mechanism in LADH on the basis of 

atomicc resolution X-ray structures. So far, no clear picture of the actual 

substratee conversion has been obtained. Earlier on it has been established that 

thee binding of the substrate to the metal is essential for the reaction to proceed 

(Brandenn et al, 1973). Spectroscopic data and X-ray studies contradict mainly 

onn the coordination geometry of the active site metal during the reaction. 

Promm the X-ray structures, it seems that the coordination number is limited 

too four, because there is no space for a fifth ligand to bind without interference 

withh the surrounding (protein) atoms (Eklund and Branden, 1987,Ryde, 1995). 

AA scale of spectroscopic data however (Maret, 1989, Makinen and Yim, 1981, 

Makinenn et a/., 1983, Hemmingsen et a/., 1996) indicate the existence of a 

fivefive coordinate intermediate, It was hoped that the highly detailed X-ray 

structuress on the native and cadmium substituted enzyme would resolve this 

controversy. . 

Chapterr 2 covers the details on the crystallisation, data collection and re-

finementfinement of the LADH complex X-ray structures. Although the initial X-ray 

structuree models were not difficult to obtain, the refinement of the models 

againstt the wealth of observations was demanding because of the size of the 

structuress and the absorption effects of the crystals. Chapter 3 describes the 

positionn and features of the active site. Subtle differences were found between 

thee native and the cadmium substituted enzyme, which are discussed in Chap-

terr 4. The nicotinamide of NADH, which is the part of the molecule involved 

inn hydride transfer, assumes a strongly puckered conformation. The results 

off  a data base search on the puckering dimensions of pyridine compounds on 

thee basis of small molecule pyridine structures and NAD(P) dependent pro-

teinss are presented in Chapter 5. In all X-ray structures of atomic resolution 

aa molecule was found that links the active site metal to the nicotinamide of 

NADH.. The identification of this molecule as a hydroxide is described in Chap-

terr 6. In Chapter 7, all clues are tied together and a new reaction mechanism is 

proposedd that resolves the experimental controversy on the metal coordination 

andd links the hydride transfer directly to the proton release. 


